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Why?
• Middle School
• High School
• Encouragement 
• College

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In middle school I started as the only female in the entire low brass section where I felt pretty left out and the older boys would make fun of me most of the time.In high school this changed because the older boys graduated and a few females in the grades below me ended up picking the trombone! After this, I received nothing but praise from the section and from my director and band parents. My family was also always supportive of my choice to play trombone since the very beginning. When I started college at ETSU this changed, because I was once again feeling alone as one of the few females in the studio. Since there were no other females my age in the studio, most everything was with my male colleagues. Thankfully our entire studio has always been accepting of everyone no matter what……great experience and great professor guidance. Dr Waller has brought in various female trombonists to speak with us in masterclasses which has been incredible. 



History of Female 
Musicians

30%

25%

FEMALE MUSICIANS 
HIRED

FEMALE MUSICIANS IN 
ORCHESTRAS

AFTER BLIND AUDITIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1800sWomen were not accepted as professional musiciansThey were expected to play certain instruments including piano or harp or they could sing!This gradually changed over time and women were able to play the instruments that they wanted to play. One thing that helped with this was an experiment conducted by Alphonse Sax, an instrument maker in the mid-1840s. In 1862 he conducted an experiment to prove that women were physically able to perform on brass instruments. This was successful, because audiences were amazed by the women, and they realized their capabilities from the experiment. Although this research did help make some progress…..By the 1950s, individuals still had problems with female brass players!! Orchestral conductors would still choose players for orchestral sections which led to more male dominated sections especially first chair players1970Study between 1970-1990’s  by Claudia Goldin and Cecilia Rouse used rosters and audition records to determine that it was more likely after screens were put into place for a female musician to win in the final round of auditions. But females in orchestras were still a very small portion. , give that information when you talkBlind auditions are used and there is a 30% increase of female musicians hired and 25% increase in females in orchestrasEvidence that women were playing well but not taken seriously 



Air Force Band 
Trombone Section

New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra Low Brass Section 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Still today its male dominated and when you're looking at low brass specifically compared to others its hard to find a section with all females or even one that has a single female in the section. 



The Survey

• 98 faculty participants

• 52 female student participants

• Question topics

• Studio gender ratios

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brief -  I sent out a survey to trombone professors and female trombone students at 4-year universities in the united states.  For students, the topics cover their own experiences of gender bias and stereotyping, questions about female role models, and one question about why they think trombone is a male dominated instrument.For professors, they were asked many of these questions plus a few questions about their studios: location of school, number of students, and measures in place to ensure equality. 



Students 
Experiences
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ARE FEMALE STUDENTS DISCOURAGED TO 
PLAY THE TROMBONE?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DiscouragementOnly 31% of participants were discouraged to play the trombone69% of those participants related this discouragement to gender and mentioned that they were told they were “too small,” trombones are not pretty like woodwinds, and that it is a male-dominated instrument



Students 
Experiences
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Female Role Models20% of students have 0 female role models Only 13% of responses indicate having 5 or more female role models



Students 
Experiences
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MUSICAL OPPORTUNITIES AFFECT BASED 
ON GENDER 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Positive Affects15 students indicated that their musical opportunities were positively affected based on genderMost of these students mention the positive affects that result from being a female trombonist including being able to meet other female trombonists and being a part of the International Women’s Brass Conference (IWBC).



Students 
Experiences

Negatively 
Affected

50%

Not 
Negatively 
Affected

50%

Has Identifying as Female Negatively 
Affected Students Musical Opportunities?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Negative AffectsOf the 50 participants that answered this question, 25 were negatively affected while the other half were not Negatively affected students mention that they are never taken seriously, always feel left out, and a lot of students mentioned having experiences where a male trombonist receives a higher chair or award than them simply because of their gender. One participant said “Often times men would explain that things would be harder for me. They are usually the people who make it difficult though.” 



Do professors have measures in place to provide equal 
opportunities for all students?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
47% said they have measures in place, 37% of those participants did not mention any measures, but stated that they treat all students equally and support all their students. This is good, but when these professors answered in this way they did not provide any actual measures, but mentioned desires. They are not helping to change things and improve the students' experiences. These measures include:Faculty training on gender bias, sexual harassment, and workplace etiquette Seraph brass, wonder horns, and female trombone soloists (Nikki Abissi, Haley Brinnel, and others)Blind auditionsAnonymous surveys53% of participants have 0 measures in place. Some professors that have no measures in place explained that they have not seen gender bias and stereotyping as a problem at their school or that the school is so small that there is not competition. Several indicated that they would like to enforce blind auditions or other measures after doing the survey. The question actually encouraged them to add measures which is awesome to hear.Current measuresEducating facultyFemale guest artists/ensemblesBlind auditions Anonymous surveysFuture measuresBlind auditionsRotating parts/chairs



Are students 
experiencing 
gender bias and 
stereotyping 
today?

• Average of 18% females in 
trombone studios

• International Women's 
Brass Conference (IWBC) 

• Female ensembles (Seraph 
Brass & Wonder Horns)

• Professors' motivations and 
support

• The future

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have made progress, but there is still a long way to go. 26 studios in the study indicated having 0 female trombonists.3 females/60 students was the smallest ratio being 5% female. This was the largest studio of the surveysStudios range from having 1-60 students – and range from having 0-7 females. No studio recorded having more than 7 females. I found from this research that professors are supporting the students and motivating them which is good and helpful, but the professors who are making the difference are actually putting measures into place to provide opportunities for all students.  my experiences in college leading into the future and how things are improving 
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